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For 60 years Mounties Group has been delivering to the 
needs of people in our Profit for Purpose business with the 
simple and clear purpose to improve lives.

Whilst most providers are for profit businesses designed 
to make a profit for their owners or shareholders, Mounties 
Group has no shareholders and pays not dividends, using 
all our profits to meet our core purpose of improving the 
lives of our members.

At Mounties Care, we take a people centred approach to 
offering a holistic approach to a better life and offer quality 
products and services for improving daily living through to 
General Practice medical centres, Specialist Doctors, Home 
Care Nursing services and Social inclusion programs for a 
better and more connected life.

Instead of paying profits to shareholders, we use our profits 
we make to fund important services such as Australia's 
fastest rescue helicopter, life saving boats on local beaches 
and free defibrillators in our local communities.

You can now also find all your needs in terms of mobility 
and daily living aids from the name you have been able to 
trust for 60 years
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HOME CARE

  Western Sydney NSW

  Northern Beaches NSW

  Inner West Sydney NSW

  Central Coast NSW

  Gold Coast QLD

  Brisbane QLD

GENERAL PRACTICE  
MEDICAL CLINICS

  Freshwater NSW

  Wyoming NSW

  Guildford NSW

Mounties Care  
operates across Australia

MOBILITY &  
INDEPENDENCE 
STORES:

  Mt Pritchard NSW

  Cabramatta NSW

  Warriewood NSW

  Wyoming NSW

  Wetherill Park NSW

  Capalaba QLD

  Deception Bay QLD

  Burpengary QLD

  Hervey Bay QLD

  Dandenong VIC
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Mounties Care  
at Home

  Personal Care

  24 Hour Care

  Companionship

  Live in Care

  Overnight Care

  Respite Care

  Domestic Assistance

  Transport

  Dementia Care

  Care & Package Management

Mounties Care Home Care enables and empowers 
people to continue living as independently as possible in 
their own homes.

We want to ensure that you make the most of every day 
so you can continue doing the things you love and enjoy. 
We offer a range of services that cater to people from 
all walks of life, collaborating with you to put together a 
personalised care plan that is tailored to your individual 
needs. Our staff are handpicked, highly qualified, 
experienced Carers who receive ongoing training and 
support.
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  Personal hygiene and 
grooming, showering, 
dressing and toileting

  Companionship and 
social support

  Shopping and cooking 
nutritious meals

  Medication supervision

  Light housekeeping, 
tidying, changing bed 
linen and laundry duties

  Driving to medical 
appointments and 
social outings

  Care of pets and plants

  Providing a safe and 
secure home environment

  Post-hospital assistance, 
pick-up from hospital 
and drop off to home

  Collection of medication 
or groceries

Mounties Care  
at Home

IS THERE SOMETHING 

YOU NEED HELP WITH 

THAT ISN’T LISTED 

HERE? NO WORRIES! 

Our care is flexible and 

tailored to you. Give us a 

call to chat to us about your 

needs and how we can help. 

CALL 1300 290 221
 

to speak with our friendly 

Home Care team
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Bathroom

B AT H R O O M
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Milton Shower Chair

 � Contoured 
comfortable  
seat with drain holes

 � SWL: 150kg

RM Shower Chair

 � Contoured seat 
with drain holes

 � “S” bend frame for  
maximum space

 � SWL: 160kg

Shower Chair  
Detachable Back

 � Seat with 
drain holes

 � Lightweight frame

 � Removable 
back rest

 � SWL: 113kg

Tool-Less  
Shower Chair

 � Contoured seat 
with drain holes

 � Easy assembly

 � Great for storage 
or transportation

 � SWL: 110kg

VB499AL RM402

SCBARRM391A-KD

RM391A-KD SC42/SC47/SC51

Padded Seat  
Shower Chair

 � Soft seat

 � 3 seat widths 
42, 47, 51cm

 � Optional backrest  
(SC51BR)

 � SWL: 150kg

Rotating Seat  
Shower Chair

 � 360 degree 
rotating seat

 � Removable 
backrest and  
armrests

 � SWL: 115kg
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RM Shower Stool

 � Contoured seat with  
drain holes

 � “S” bend frame for  
maximum space

 � Optional backrest  
available  
(RM403BR)

 � SWL: 160kg

Bariatric Shower Stool

 � PVC padded seat

 � Toughened powder coat frame

 � Width between arms 65cm

 � Optional padded  
backrest  
(RM408-65BR)

 � SWL: 305kg

Pembury Corner Stool

 � Ideal where space 
is limited

 � SWL: 159kg

Strood Shower Stool

 � Clip on/off seat 
for easy clean

 � Durable powder 
coat finish

 � SWL: 159kg

RM403 RM408-65

VB636VB635AL

RM392A-KD RM396PU

Affinity Corner Stool

 � Ideal where 
space is limited

 � Anti-slip stability

 � Padded seat

 � SWL: 136kg

Tool-Less Shower Stool

 � Easy assembly

 � Great for storage 
or transportation

 � SWL: 110kg
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Medina Bath Boards 

High quality plastic

Slatted for drainage

Both available 
with handle

SWL:159kg

4 SLATS

L: 600 VR116A
L: 685 VR117A
L: 710mm VR118A

6 SLATS
L: 685mm
VR125A

OPTIONAL HANDLE
VS268

Wall Mounted 
Shower Seats

 � Folds against the 
wall when not in use

 � Clip off seat for 
easy clean

 � Adjustable 
leg height 

 � SWL: 190kg

*Must be installed by  
registered builder

Medina Bath Seats

 � 2 heights 6” or 8”

 � Slatted for drainage

 � 4 large suction caps

 � SWL: 190kg

 � All alloy lightweight  
robust frame

 � Anti-bacterial finish 
to the ergonomic 
contoured padded 
PU seat

 � Fine adjustment leg 
for extra stability

 � SWL: 159kg

*Must be installed by  
registered builder

VB544

VB634 Padded Seat

VB535 Padded Chair

VR130

Bathroom

Coniston Swivel 
Bath Seat

 � All alloy frame

 � Non-slip stoppers

 � Width adjustable 
arms

 � 360 degree 
seat turn

 � 4 locking seat 
positions

 � SWL: 150kg

VR127A /
VR128A

Affinity Bath Board 

 � Adjustable width  
410-620mm

 � Soap cradle 
and handle

 � SWL: 150kg

VBA385
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Raised Toilet Seats

 � Ergonomically 
designed for comfort

 � Large aperture and 
front cutaway

 � Fits most toilet suites

 � SWL: 190kg

Raised Toilet Seat  
with Armrests

 � Smooth aperture 
for easy clean

 � 3 adjustable 
height settings

 � Flip up/removeable 
armrests

 � SWL: 120kg

Bath Transfer Bench

 � Detachable back 
and arm rest

 � Height adjustable tub 
clearance 41-55cm

 � Large heavy duty 
suction tips

 � SWL: 200kg

BA397HD RM440

RM424

C8310-A-FX VR223P - 4"

Bathroom

Affinity Bath  
Transfer Bench

 � Large non-slip feet

 � Height adjustable tub  
clearance 41-53cm

 � Designed to fit most  
standard bath tubs

 � SWL: 180kg

Raised Toilet Seat  
with Armrests

 � Smooth aperture 
for easy clean

 � 3 adjustable 
height settings

 � Flip up/removeable 
armrests

 � SWL: 136kg

Padded Raised  
Toilet Seat

 � Padded for 
extra comfort

 � Removable cover 
can be washed

 � Secure velcro 
fastening

VR224C - 2" no lid

VR224F - 2" with lid

VR224D - 4" no lid

VR224G - 4" with lid

VR224H - 6" with lid
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Folding Commode

 � Lightweight 
and portable 
commode option

 � Folds flat for 
transport

 � 7 litre pail with 
lid included

 � SWL: 130kg

Bariatric Over 
Toilet Aid

 � Toughened 
powder coat frame

 � Width between 
arms 65cm

 � Modesty cover 
and splash guard

 � SWL: 305kg

RM406-65 RM400

VR157ALRM370-48

VR252F RM390A-KD

Bathroom

Combo Shower 
Stool/Over Toilet Aid

 � Soft polyurethane 
padded seat

 � Bucket with lid

 � SWL: 160kg

Skandia Over  
Toilet Aid

 � Clip off seat for 
easy clean

 � Durable powder 
coat finish

 � Optional privacy lid  
(VR215CALS)

 � SWL: 150kg

Tool-Less  
Over Toilet Aid

 � Easy assembly -  
no tools required

 � Great for storage  
or transportation

 � SWL: 110kg

RM Over Toilet Aid

 � Clip off seat for 
easy clean

 � “S” bend frame for 
maximum space

 � SWL: 160kg
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Bathroom

Toilet Squat Stool

 � Folds for easy 
storage

 � Lightweight 
and portable

 � SWL: 127kg

Broadstairs  
Toilet Surround

 � Width adjustable

 � Moulded 
support arms

 � Double transform 
bar for added 
strength

 � SWL: 190kg

Stackable Bath Step

 � Non-slip textured 
surface

 � Rubber feet

 � 42x42x10cm

 � SWL: 120kg

Multi Purpose Stool

 � Sturdy aluminium frame

 � Waterproof

 � Suitable for the 
bathroom or around 
the home

 � Height adjustable

 � Coloured for visual 
impaired

 � SWL:120kg

Ashford  
Toilet Surround

 � Height and width 
adjustable

 � Moulded 
support arms

 � Double transform 
bar for added 
strength

 � SWL: 190kg

Multi Purpose  
Rotating Seat Stool

 � Rust proof frame

 � Rotating seat top

 � 8 height adjustable 
settings

 � SWL: 135kg

VR205SP

VB511R

VB511A*VR202

RM418-54 - 54cm
RM418-60 - 60cm

VB540C

VR278D

RM Toilet Surround

 � Detachable frame

 � Height adjustable

 � 2 widths available

 � SWL: 130kg
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A/P Height 
Adjustable Commode

 � Footplates with 
heel straps

 � Lock in front castors

 � Removable leg rests

 � Bucket with lid 
included

 � SWL: 120kg

S/P Height  
Adjustable Commode

 � Footplates with 
heel straps

 � Lock in front castors

 � Removable leg rests

 � 24" rear wheels

 � Bucket with lid 
included

 � SWL: 120kg

Hythe Mobile 
Shower Commode

 � Comfortable seat

 � 4 lock in 5" castors

 � Pram handle 
for carer

 � SWL: 127kg

VB650 VB505

VB503VBA810

VBA811 VB525*

Bathroom

Bewl S/P Commode

 � Lock in front 
castors 

 � 24" rear wheel

 � Foam padded flip 
back armrests

 � Swing away, 
removable leg rests

 � SWL: 127kg

Bewl Height 
Adjustable 
Commode

 � 4 lock in 5" castors

 � Foam padded flip 
back armrests

 � Swing up solid 
footplate

 � SWL: 127kg

Transaqua Commode

 � Durable stainless steel

 � Fits over most 
standard toilet suites

 � Seat width options 
18,19 and 21"

 � Full ring aperture, flat  
padded and horseshoe  
seat styles available

 � S/P and A/P available

 � SWL: 200kg
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Bathroom

President  
Ribbed Grab Bar

 � Ribbed grip for 
improved safety

 � Reinforced fixing points 
with cover gaps

 � High quality AVS flanges

 � 32mm tube

 � 60mm depth from wall

 � 3 lengths available

*Fixings not supplied

VY425 - 12" 300mm white

VY448 - 12" 300mm blue 
VY451 - 12" 300mm red

VY426 - 18" 450mm white

VY452 - 18" 450mm red

VY427 - 24" 600mm white

VY393 - 12" 300mm
VY394 - 18" 450mm

Suction Grab Rails

 � Easy to use, non permanent

 � Safety indicators for 
secure suction

 � For use on tiles and  
non-porous surfaces

 � Ideal travel companion

 � 2 lengths

VY460A - 420x115x80
VY460B - 495x115x80 3 point

Hinged Arm Support

 � Ideal for use where 
safety is a concern

 � Fold up/fold down  
mechanism

 � Durable epoxy coated

 � 750mm long

 � SWL: 115kg

*Fixings not supplied

Solo Easigrip

 � Durable epoxy coated steel

 � Rounded ends for safety

 � Depth to wall 50mm

*Fixings not supplied

VY423
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Bathroom

ArmRx Waterproof Limb Protection

 � Proven confident, reliable, reusable 
protection from water and moisture

 � Improves personal hygiene

 � Facilitates personal 
independence and privacy

 � Reduces expense of replacing 
dressings and casts

 � Controls the risks associated 
with the wetting of wounds 
or skin conditions

 � Lightweight, easy to 
use and not bulky

 � Allows normal non-restricted 
limb mobility during use

 � Portable and easy to store

 � Environmentally friendly option

 � Arm and leg gloves both available 
in standard and bariatric

 � Available in singles and bulk packs

122108 
Single 

121224 
Single XL 

121217
10 Pack

122115
30 Pack 
Singles 

121323
Single XL 

121415 
4 Pack

122405
Single 

122429
20 Pack 
Singles 
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B E D R O O M
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Bedroom

Houghton Community Bed Single

 � Hospital style electronically 
actuated home care bed

 � 4 section metal mattress support

 � 5 function bed

 � Emergency stop button

 � CPR release

 � Trendelenburg & reverese trendelenburg

 � 4 brake castors

 � Battery back up

 � Backrest tilt 0-730

 � Kneerest tilt 0-370

 � SWL: 200kg

Optional Add Ons

VG890B - Brown 

VG890W - Light Oak 

VG891C - Side Rails

VG892J - Lifting Pole

VG891V - IV Pole

Memory Foam Mattress

 � 3 core with memory foam

 � High quality foams

 � Provides comfort and relieves pressure

 � Protects against ulcers and pressure sores

 � 4 way stretch PU water resistant washable cover

 � Recommended patient weight: 30-150kg

M02-S
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Bedroom
Over Bed Pole

 � Free standing

 � Strong steel frame

 � Triangle handle with 
adjustable strap

 � Large rubber 
suction feet to 
prevent slipping

 � SWL: 140kg

RM475

Canterbury Overbed 
Table

 � Powder coated frame

 � Height adjustable

 � Removable 4 easy 
roll locking castors

 � Angled top 0-450

 � Easy clean beech  
melamine top

 � SWL: 20kg

VG832

Deluxe  
Overbed Table

 � Powder coated 
frame

 � Height adjustable

 � 4 easy roll 
locking castors 

 � Angled top 0-450

 � Fixed side table, 
great for drinks

 � SWL: 20kg

VG832A

Overbed Table

 � Powder coated 
frame

 � Height adjustable

 � 4 easy roll 
locking castors

 � Angled top 0-450

 � Easy clean top

 � SWL: 15kg

9346376010375

Split Top Overbed Table

 � Powder coated frame

 � Gas lift/height adjustment

 � 4 easy roll locking castors 

 � Angled top 0-400

 � Fixed side table, 
great for drinks

 � SWL: 15kg

9346376012713

Tilt Top Overbed Table

 � Powder coated frame

 � Gas lift/height 
adjustable

 � 4 easy roll locking 
castors 

 � Angled top 0-400

 � Raised lip to prevent 
items sliding

 � SWL: 15kg

9346376011228
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Bedroom

RM506 VY428

VY428S

Tool-less Bed Rail

 � Large base for 
improved stability

 � Will suit most 
bed styles, great 
for ensemble

 � Tool free assembly

 � SWL: 127kg

Affinity Bed Rail

 � Large base 
with straps for 
improved stability

 � Tool free assembly

 � Will suit most 
bed styles

 � Suitable for a 
head raise bed

 � SWL: 136kg

Solo Double 
Transfer Bed Rail

 � Double sided 
bed rail

 � Width adjustable 
- single to queen

 � One side can be 
turned down if 
not required

 � SWL: 127kg

AFF-BDRL

VY430

Solo Transfer Bed Rail

 � Large base for 
improved stability

 � Great for ensemble 
style bed 

 � SWL: 127kg

Solo Fixed Height  
Bed Rail

 � Large extendable base 
for improved stability

 � Will suit most bed 
styles, great for use 
on slated beds

 � SWL: 160kg

Bed Cradles

 � Keeps bed covers 
away from the 
feet and legs

 � Height adjustable

 � Suits any bed style

 � Can be fitted to 
the end or side 
of the bed

 � SWL: 5kg

RM503

VY440
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Bedroom

Essex Bedside  
Commode

 � For use in any room

 � Padded over seat 
for discretion 

 � Bucket and lid 
included

 � Flat pack for 
transport and 
storage

 � SWL: 158kgVR161G

Tubular Slide Sheets

 � High quality silicone coated nylon

 � Assists carers in safe moving 
and transferring of patients

 � Low friction

 � Diminished force being 
applied to patient

VM500
600X400X3mm

VM500B
720X700X3mm

VM500Y
1450x710x3mm

VM500G
1220x1000x3mm

Glide Sheet with  
Handles

 � Reduces strain on 
patient and carer

 � High quality 
silicone coated 
nylon

 � Comes with 
handles for ease 
of transfer

VM500R
1900x1000x3mm

Shifty Transfer Assist  
Trolley with Leg Spread

 � Suitable for in homes and 
healthcare facilities

 � Easy clean at high temp

 � 2 locking castors

 � Swing away seat rests

 � SWL: 200kg

9346376050005
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Long Handled  
Bath Sponge

 � Ideal for users 
with limited arm or 
shoulder movement

 � Large soft sponge

 � Ergonomically designed

VM971A - Yellow
VM971 - Blue

Long Handled 
Bath Brush

 � Ideal for users 
with limited arm or 
shoulder movement

 � Soft bristles, improves  
circulation and 
skin texture

 � Ergonomically designed

VM971B 

Lotion Applicator

 � Great for hard to 
reach areas

 � Easy to use and clean

 � Applies lotion evenly and  
massages skin gently

 � Suitable for lotions, 
creamsand oils

VM701 

Foot Cleaner with 
Pumice

 � Cleans and exfoliates 
for soft, smooth feet

 � No bending required

 � Suction caps to 
secure during use

VM972 

Foot Brush

 � Effortlessly scrubs feet

 � Anti-slip base with 
suction caps

 � Wear resistant bristles

 � Hang slot for 
easy storage

VM972A

Long Handled  
Toe Cleaner

 � Ideal for those who 
struggle to bend

 � Supplied with 2 
replacement sponges

VM971E

Daily Living Aids 25
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Bottom Wiper

 � Discreet and hygienic

 � Maintains personal 
hygiene and 
independence

 � Easy to use

VM971D

Female Urinal with Lid

 Anti spill lid

 Ideal for travel

 1000ml capacity

VR268AB

Male Urinal with Lid

 � Integrated carry handle

 � Anti spill lid

 � Ideal for travel

 � 1000ml capacity

VR270AB

Unisex Urinal with Lid

 Integrated carry handle

 Anti spill lid

 Ideal for travel

 1000ml capacity

Hanging Urinal Holder

 � Portable

 � Holds most bottles up 
to 120x100x300mm

 � Fits over  
a bed edge  
or rail

VR270C

Urine/Catheter Bag 
Holder

 � Hanging arm to 
secure from the 
bed frame or rail

 � Suitable for most urine/ 
catheter bags

 � Integrated clip to 
hold inlet tube

VR270B

Portable Bidet

 � Fits most toilets/
commodes

 � Easy to clean 
seam free finish

 � Maintains  
personal hygiene

 � 480x350x105mm

 � SWL: 150kg

VR275P

Bed Pan with Lid

 � Robust plastic 

 � Integrated handle

 � 2.5 litre capacity

 � 420x260x90mm

 � SWL: 180kg

VR275

Slipper Pan with Lid

 � Lightweight

 � Integrated handle

 � 1.5 litre capacity

 � 320x220x80mm

 � SWL: 180kg

VR275S

VR268AA
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Inflatable Basin

 � Portable hair wash basin

 � Latex-free, vinyl 
construction

 � Neck recess for comfort

 � Drainage hole with plug 
and attached pipe

VM970

Toothpaste  
Tube Squeezer

 � Ideal for one  
handed users  
or those with  
arthritis

 � Helps to  
reduce waste

VM917A

Tube Squeezer

 � Ideal for one handed 
users or those 
with arthritis

 � Suction cap to 
keep in place

 � Helps to  
reduce waste

VM917

Anti-Slip Circles and 
Strips

 � Non-slip surface  
for bathrooms 
or wet areas

 � Strips: 200x20mm 
- 30/pack

 � Circles: 40mm - 72/pack

Talking Scales

 � Scales that speak 
your weight

 � Large LCD display

 � Ideal for blind or 
partially sighted

 � Max user weight  
180kg

VM308

Waterproof Limb 
Protection

 � Available in 
Standard and XL

 � Watertight protection 
for wounds, bandages, 
casts and dressings

 � Arm and leg options

Refer to page 13

Nail Brush

 � Suction caps to 
hold in place

VM973A

Nail Clippers  
with Magnifier

 � Magnifier for larger view

VM951AG

Suction Grab Rails

 � Easy to use, non 
permanent

 � Safety indicators for 
secure suction

 � For use on tiles and 
non-porous surfaces

VY460A - 420x115x80
VY460B - 495x115x80 3 point

VM995B - Strips White
VM995K - Strips Clear
VM995D - Circles White
VM995M - Circles Clear

Daily Living Aids 27



Long Handle Brush & 
Comb 

 � Ideal for those with 
restricted movement

 � Comes as a set

 � 380mm length

VM700

Dressing Stick/
Shoehorn 

 � Combination 

 � Shoe horn on one end

 � Large S shape hook 
on other end

 � Soft foam shaft

 � 600mm length

VM950A

Plastic Shoehorn

 � Ideal for those with 
restricted movement

 � 430mm length

VM952A

Metal Shoehorn 

 � Ideal for those with 
restricted movement

 � 450mm length

VM954A

Extra Long Metal 
Shoehorn 

 � Ideal for those with 
restricted movement

 � Flexible with grip handle

 � 595mm length

VM953A

Non-Slip Socks

 � Non-slip double 
sided tread

 � Machine washable 
to max 400

 � Purple, Yellow or Red

 � S: UK 4-7 M: 7.5-
9.5 L:10-12

VM831*

Daily Living Aids28
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Daily Living Aids

Moulded Sock Aid

 � Firmer plastic sock aid

 � Easy pull up with 
two cotton straps

VM948

Soft Sock Aid

 � Towelling reverse 
secures garments

 � Nylon inner for easy slide

 � Two 32" long loop handles

VM944

Button Hook/Zipper Pull 

 � Loop hook one 
end for buttons

 � Large C hook other 
end for zippers

 � Lightweight and 
great for travel
VM941B

Sock Aid

 � Pliable plastic 

 � Ideal for stockings

 � Two easy pull up 
cotton straps

Easy Sock Aid Slider

 � Ideal for users with 
limited mobility

 � Compact and 
easy to store

 � Easy to use for 
arthritis users

VM947B

Sock Aid Helper

 � Sturdy metal frame

 � Lightweight and 
easy to use

 � Reduces the need 
to bend over

VM947A

Leg Lifter

 � Enables leg to 
be lifted on/off a 
wheelchair or bed

 � Wired frame 
ensures rigidity

 � Hand loop

 � 830mm length

VM949

Reusable Clothing 
Protector

 � Adult bibs 900x440mm

 � Easy fit, velcro fastening

 � Absorbent fabric

 � Waterproof backing

 � Machine washable

 � Pack of 3

VM979P

Liquid Level Detector

 � Designed to assist 
visually impaired

 � Alerts with sound 
and vibration

 � Magnetic 

VM909B

VM945

Zipper Pulls 
- 6 Pack

VM959B
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Safe Kettle Tipper

 � Suitable for kettles 
and tall teapots

 � Kettle secured with 
velcro strap

 � Optional stability  
base for extra  
support

Kettle Tipper 

 � Raised pivot point 
to prevent spillage

 � Kettle secured with 
velcro strap

 � Suits most kettles

VM909A

Lap Tray 

 � Bean bag cushioning

 � Perfect for eating 
meals or writing

 � 2 designs

 � 29.5cm x 39.5cm

GH152

Melamine Tray

 � Moulded carry handles 
with raised sides

 � 2 designs

 � 21cm x 14cm

GH153*

Jar/Bottle Grip Opener

 � Provides grip for doors,  
cupboards and taps

 � Suits all sizes of 
jars and bottles

VM992AA

Jar/Bottle Opener 

 � 2 in 1 opener

 � Ergonomic handle

 � Dishwasher safe

VM999

Daily Living Aids

VM983 Tipper
VM984 Stability base
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Daily Living Aids

Universal Jar/ 
Bottle Opener

 � Rubber trim comfortable  
handle for gripping

 � Suits all sizes of 
jars and bottles

VM992AC

Multi Use Tin Opener

 � Opens tins, jars, bottle 
lids and can tabs

 � Lightweight and 
easy to use

 � Ideal for those with 
weakened grip

VM916A

Ring Pull Can Opener

 � Hooks under the 
edge of ring tab

 � Peels back ring and lid

 � Compact, lightweight 
and durable

Multi Opener -  
Bottles/Cans

 � Bottle cap opener

 � Opens can tabs

 � Pressure sealed tops

 � Twist resealable tops

Drinking Cup

 � Designed with two tops - 
small hole for fluids and 
large hole  
for more solid foods

 � Dishwasher safe

VM922A*

Sure Grip Cup 

 � Suitable for both hot 
and cold drinks

 � PVC free

 � Drinking lid included

 � Dishwasher safe

 � Cup handle available

VM922*

Nose Cut Out Cup

 � Nose cutout enables 
drinking without having 
to tip head back

 � Cut out fits around 
nose when drinking

VM921 - Beige

Cup Holder

 � Two handles for 
better control

 � Suits both VM921 
& VM922 cups

VM923 VM922J - Ceramic Mug
VM923D - Plastic Cup

VM916VM992B

Two Handled Mug and Cup

 � Ideal for those with 
weakened grip 
or parkinson

 � Dishwasher and  
microwave safe

 � Plastic cup comes with lid

(VM923A)
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Bendable Cutlery Set

 � Ideal for those with 
limited grip

 � Dishwasher safe 
up to 700

 � Includes:  
1x spoon,  
1x fork,  
1x rocker knife,  
3x utensil straps

Scoop Bowl

 � Raised edge on one side

 � Aids those with one 
hand to use cutlery 
more easily

 � Non-slip suction base

Scoop Plate

 � Raised edge on one side

 � Aids those with one 
hand to use cutlery 
more easily

 � Non-slip suction base

Plate Guard

 � Clips easily on and 
off plate edge

 � Useful for one 
handed users

Utensil Strap

 � Aids holding 
cutlery handle

 � Suitable for cutlery 
with loop on the 
end of the handle

VM913 

Anti Slip Cutlery Grips

 � Suitable for cutlery, 
pens, pencils and 
toothbrushes

 � Soft silicone handle for  
enhanced grip

 � Eases pressure on joints

VM914A

Weight Adjustable 
Cutlery

 � Bendable and 
weight adjustable

 � Soft, easy to grip 
ribbed handle

 � Dishwasher safe

 � Includes an 
adjustable strap

Tenura Anti-Slip 
Coasters 

 � Prevents cups, mugs, 
bowls etc from sliding 
on a surface

 � Circle: 90x90mm

 � Square: 140x140mm

Tenura Anti-Slip Table 
Mat 

 � Holds chopping 
boards, plates, bowls, 
crockery, mixing bowls 
etc from sliding

 � 350x250mm

Daily Living Aids

VM914 - Black
VM914R - Red

VM914E - Knife
VM914F - Fork
VM914G - Spoon
VM914H - Weight Set  
(sold seperately)

VM989* - Circle
VM990* - Square VM985AB*

VM903 - White
VM903R - Red

VM902 - White
VM902R - Red

VM904 - White
VM906 - Clear
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Knob Turner

 � Easy to use aid for 
turning dials, handles 
and door knobs

 � Ergonomic 
shaped handle

 � Lightweight

VM992AD 

Eye Drop Dispenser

 � Self administer eye drop  
medication

 � Can be used with 
majority sized bottles

 � Lightweight and portable

VM925E 

Pill Dispenser  
Push Button

 � Simple push 
button release

 � Weekday dispenser

 � Includes braille

VM930AB  

Pill Dispenser Push 
Button

 � AM/PM

 � Simple push 
button release

 � Includes braille

 � 2 compartments per day

VM931AB  

One Month Pill 
Dispenser

 � Clip out individual day  
compartments

 � 32 compartments 
divided into AM/PM

 � Ideal for day outings

VM931AC

Compact Weekly Pill 
Dispenser

 � Easy to use, click button

 � Rotates to dispense 
tablets

 � Flip lid

VM930E 

Daily Living Aids

Home
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VM925A

Pill Box Storage 
Key Ring 

 � Secure, screw 
top lid

 � Ideal for travel

Pill Bottle Opener/
Magnifier

 � Ribbed inside and 
out for superior grip

 � 4x magnifer for 
reading labels

3 in 1 Cutter/Crusher/
Storage

 � Ideal for those with 
limited dexterity

 � Integrated  
safety blade

 � 2 compartment  
storage

Extra Large Pill 
Dispenser

 � Ideal for larger tablets 
and vitamins

 � 6 compartments

 � Transparent  
making  
identifying  
easier

Pill Storage & 
Tablet Splitter

 � Splits tablets 
up to 2cm 
in length

Pill Puncher

 � Pops pills from 
blister packs

 � Easy to use with 
one hand

VM926A

Sheet Magnifier

 � 2x magnification

 � Ideal for reading 
newspapers and 
large documents

 � Lightweight and flexible

VM966A

Magnifier with LED Light

 � 4x magnification

 � Compact and lightweight

 � Requires 2xAAA 
batteries

Neck Magnifier

 � Lens diameter 100mm

 � 2x magnification

Wall Mounted Key Safe

 � Fixings supplied 
to wall mount

 � Weather resistant

 � 10 digit mechanical

Daily Living Aids

VM993AM

VM966B VM844

VM930V VM927AB VM930C

VM966M
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Daily Living Aids

VM936A - Blue
VM936AG - Grey
VM936AP - Pink VM935A

VM933B VM975S

VVA131 VM932A

VM901F - 600mm 
VM901H - 750mm
VM901M - 900mm

VM934BB - Red with Pump

Daily Living Aids

Flexible Transfer 
Turntable

 � Smooth 3600 rotation

 � Used in car or 
around the home

 � Padded top with 
flexible base

 � SWL: 100kg

Memory Foam Neck 
Cushion

 � Firm memory foam 
inner with soft 
velour cover

 � Removable  
cover

Inflatable Donut Cushion

 � Encourages better posture

 � Relieves pressure and 
provides comfort

 � Ideal for travel

Transfer Turntable

 � Assists in patient 
transfer

 � Smooth swivel action

 � Sturdy and robust 
ABS plastic

 � Transportable

 � SWL: 100kg

Swivel Seat Cushion 

 � Smooth 3600 rotation

 � Great for around the home

 � Cushioned surface with  
removable washable cover

 � Sturdy non-slip base

Seat Belt Helper

 � Aids those with lesser  
movement to 
pull seat belt

Vehicle Assist Bar

 � Easy to store in 
door recess

 � Lightweight

 � Seatbelt cutter to 
aid if trapped

Key Turner

 � Holds 3 yale or 
mortice keys

 � Provides good leverage 
to turn keys in locks

 � Ergonomically 
designed handle

 � Lightweight and 
compact

Handy Reacher

 � 3600 rotatable head

 � Magnetized tip for 
retrieving small 
metallic items

 �  Lightweight and durable

VM933A
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Birlington  
Bed Back Rest

 � Light but sturdy frame

 � 5 angled adjustments 
up to 850

 � Used with pillows suits  
those unable to lie 
 flat in bed

 � SWL:  
100kg

Armrest Lounge 
Organiser

 � Fits most armrests

 � Great for remotes, 
glasses and phones

 � Top tray ideal for snacks

Tap Turners

 � Designed to fit 
both crosshead 
and crystal taps

 � Supplied in colour 
coded pair

Bed Rope Ladder

 � Aids in sitting up in bed

 � SWL: 127kg

Bed/Chair Raisers

 � Placed under leg/
feet of bed or chair

 � Strong one piece plastic

 � 90mm internal 
measurement

 � Non-slip rubber insert

 � 4 set

VM822 - 9cm
VM823 - 14cm 

ADL Bed/Chair Raisers

 � Placed under leg/
feet of bed or chair

 � Can be stacked to 
increase height

 � Optional non-slip insert 
and biscuit for legs 
that are too large

BR015-1 - 4cm
BR015-6 - 10cm 

Jumbo 
Playing Cards

 � Laminated 
playing cards 
50% larger 
then an 
average card

Threading Helper 

 � Large eye threader

 � Stable base

 � Built in magnifier

Tenura Non-Slip Wheel 

 � Easily cut into 
strips or shapes

 � Provides a firm grip for 
handles, lids and plates

 � Ideal for use in a shelf, 
tray and drawer liner

 � 1000x200x10mm

Daily Living Aids

VG820

VM968 VM986B

VM985 VG840B VM937

VM705

Playing Card Holder

 � Set of 2, holds 15 
standard cards each

VM704
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Daily Living AidsDaily Living Aids

VA144M
VM708A - Green
VM708 - Orange

VDL102 RM159 GH075A - 
1900x1700mm

VL130

Vibrating Alarm Clock

 � Strong under 
pillow vibration

 � Ideal for hearing 
impaired

 � Snooze function

 � LCD display

Folding Garden Kneeler

 � Sturdy, multi-use gardening aid

 � Folds neatly for storage

 � 22mm thick foam padding

 � Durable steel frame

 � Can be used as a kneeler 
or a bench seat

 � SWL: 110kg

Rug Stops

 � Ideal for keeping rugs 
and mat corners in place

 � Prevents trips

 � Pack of 8

Foam Stress Balls

 � Strengthens grip 

 � Improves flexibility

 � Ideal for rehabilitaton, 
exercise and 
physical therapy

 � Useful to  
relieve stress

Affinity Pedal  
Exerciser Silver

 � Ideal for exercising at home

 � Provides upper and 
lower body workout

 � Helps with flexability,  
strength and fitness

 � Use anywhere- no power 
supply required

Digital Pedal Exerciser

 � Foldable, compact 
exerciser

 � Digital display screen

 � Ideal for rehab and 
improve circulation

 � Tension adjuster

 � Battery included

Chair Protector Cover

 � Waterproof

 � Hand washable

 � Great for pets

 � Protects against 
wear and tear

 � Secures with 
adjustable strap

VM310A
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VM845A - SAP 3: 600x600mm 600ml absorption
VM845AB - SAP 5: 600x600mm 1000ml absorption
VM848A - SAP 7: 900x600mm 1000ml absorption

Hygienic  
Washable Chair Pad

 � Soft, breathable top 
layer, with a non-slip 
waterproof backing

 � Eco-friendly option

 � 590x470mm

 � Absorbtion 800ml

VM842*

Hygienic  
Washable Bed Pad

 � Attached tuck-ins to fold 
around the mattress

 � Eco-friendly option

 � Soft, breathable top 
layer with a non-slip 
waterproof backing

 � 850x900x25mm

 � Absorbtion 1000ml

VM842B

Waterproof  
Mattress Protector

 � Breathable, anti-
allergenic, anti-
bactierial backing

 � Soft rustle-free 
terry fabric upper

 � Comfortable 
and discreet

VM850*

Waterproof Pillow 
Protectors

 � Soft toweling cotton 
outer with waterproof 
inner layer

 � Zipper closure

 � Comes in a pair

Disposable Chair/Bed Pads 

 � Hygienic protection for beds and chairs

 � Soft facing for improved comfort

 � Waterproof backing for protection

 � 25 per pack

Daily Living Aids

Incontinence
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Pressure Care
2 Core Wheelchair Cushion

 � Double layer, high quality, medical grade performance foam 

 � Base layer - High density support, protects against collapsing

 � Top later - Airoform memory mesium immersion interface. 

 � Provides immersion and envelopment

Bariatric 3 Core Wheelchair Cushion

 � Triple layer, high quality, medical grade performance foam

 � Base layer - High density support, protects against collapsing

 � Centre layer - High density support. Provides support and comfort

 � Top layer - Airoform memory medium immersion interface. 

 � Provides immersion and envelopment

2 Core
RMCU31101 - 460x400x70mm
RMCU31102 - 460x460x70mm
RMCU31136 - 510x460x70mm

Bariatric 3 Core
RMCUB31108 - 610x400x90mm
RMCUB31109 - 610x460x90mm

Gel Cushion with Memory Foam

 � Memory foam fillng with gel layer

 � Gel layer helps keep user cool

 � Anti-slip backing with handles

 � Removable machine washable cover

Deluxe Gel Coccyx Cushion

 � Memory foam with gel layer, 
designed to keep user cool

 � Removable washable air 
knit black cotton cover

VA126SD 400x400x40mm VM974AC 450x350x70mm

Cover Specifications

 � Premium polyurethane coated pressure care material cover 
- Superior 4 way stretch 
- Vapour breathable 
- Stain resistant/resistant to body fluids 
- Soft touch, flexible and gentle on skin

 � Fire retardant

 � Infection control and hygiene 
- Resistance to chlorine based cleaning agents 
- High frequency welded/fused seams 
- Waterfall ingress protection flat over zipper

 � Intergrated waterproof zipper
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VM934A
400x400x70mm

Pressure Care

VM936A - Blue
VM936AG - Grey
VM936AP - Pink

Deluxe Pressure Relief  
Orthopaedic Cushion

 � Convoluted memory foam

 � Allows air circulation, keeping you cool

 � 3cm thick high density foam

 � Removable washable cover

Memory Foam Neck Cushion

 � Firm memory foam inner 
with soft velour cover

 � Removable cover

Memory Foam  
Wheelchair Cushion

 � Quality foam with  
generous memory 
foam top layer

 � Super-soft, easy  
to clean vinyl  
cover with zip 

Pressure Relief Donut Cushion

 � Deluxe pressure 
orthopaedic ring/donut

 � Deep memory foam for 
optimum comfort

 � Distributes weight evenly

 � Indentation diameter 8cm

Vinyl Foam Cushion

 � Easy care, 
removable cover

 � Wipe clean vinyl

Balance Seat

 � Honeycomb structure with veta-gel

 � Absorbs vibration

 � Air pumping system

 � Easy to wash

 � Medium:  
430x415x25mm 
Large:  
480x420x25mm

VA126WA 
430x430x85mm

VA123SA - 460x400x50mm
VA124SA - 400x400x80mm
VA125SA - 460x400x80mm

88013242*
VA126SA 
450x400x75mm
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Pressure Care

9346376030106 
330x230x130mm

9346376030809 
450x400x75mm

Memory Foam Gel Lumbar Support

 � Made with high grade memory foam 
with a  
cooling gel strip to keep user cool

 � Removable air mesh fabric 
allowing air flow

 � Cover is hand  
washable

Coolsion Foam/Gel

 � High quality PU foam

 � Aqueous non toxic gel

 � Assists in regulating 
body temperature

 � Removable cover with 
anti-slip back

Cool Comfort Cushion

 � Ergonomically designed 
contoured memory foam

 � Absorbs up to 84% 
of body pressure

 � Unique vent hole 
design to aid cooling

 � Cooling, breathable cover 
with anti-slip base

 � SWL: 220kg

Lumbar Cusion with Gel

 � Provides relief to lower back

 � Gel pack for warm or 
cool therapetic relief

 � Assists in correcting  
posture

 � Washable cover 

Memory Foam 4 in 1

 � Provides support to legs, back or neck

 � Memory foam with microfibre, 
removable, washable cover

 � Built in holder for remote controls

 � Use as a footstool or arm rest

 � 370x290x140mm

Cooling Gel Mat

 � Provides relief from 
warmer temperatures

 � Cold relief from  
sunburn or hot flushes

 � Can be placed  
inside a pillow case  
or under bedding

 � Can be refridgerated  
for long lasting coolness

VM936BZ  
350x330x100mm

CSH-CCL - 440x420x80mm
CSH-CCM - 420x400x80mm
CSH-CCC - 500x460x60mm

VG887K  510x340x30mm
VM936BA - Blue
VM936BAR - Red
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Pressure Care

Cushion Cover

 � Black cotton 
reverse

 � Suits low 
profile 
cushion

 � 460x460mm

VG884 
600x240x640mm

VG885 
620x415x170mm

Foam Leg Raiser

 � Supports swollen legs and can 
help improve circulation

 � High density foam for support and comfort

 � Removable cover for washing

Bed Wedge

 � Provides upright and reclining support

 � High density foam for 
support and comfort

 � Removable cover for washing

Sheepskin Overlay

 � Plush natural sheepskin

 � For use on beds or lounge chairs

 � Provides pressure redistrubition

 � Creates healthy microclimate 
- allowing skin to breathe

 � Provides comfort in drawing 
moisture away from the body

 � Elastic straps to secure over 
the back of chairs

 � Wash cold or luke warm up to 400

 � 1300x600mm

Medi Wool Overlay & Cushion Cover

 � Offers excellent air redistribution 
properties of a wool product

 � Provides the ideal microclimate 
for a good sleep

 � Offers practical comfort absorbing 
over 35% of its dry weight in moisture

 � Looks after temperature and 
perspiration regulation

 � Keeps you warm during colder 
seasons and cool during summer

 � 1030x700mm

 � Washable up to 800

SS3001 - Overlay 
SS7000 - Cushion cover

SS1101 - Honey
SS1100 - Charcoal
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Pressure Care

Sheepskin Seat/Armrest/Footplate Covers

 � Plush natural charcoal grey sheepskin

 � Easy adjustable secure velcro fastening

 � Creates healthy microclimate - allowing skin to breathe

 � Provides comfort in drawing moisture away from the body

 � Provides relief from pressure and pressure injuries

 � One size fits most

 � Washable up to 400

SS5001 - Seat Cover
SS5002 - Armrest covers (pair)
SS5003 - Footplate covers (pair)
SS2000 - Heel/Elbow protectors (pair)
SS4000 - Open toe slippers (pair)

Hadfield Heel & Elbow Protector

 � Lightweight easy to use skin protector for high risk patients

 � Ultra soft touch and close adjustable fastening  
material to avoid skin damage

 � Dark grey for smart clinical appearance

 � Shaped foam interior helps maintain airflow

 � Inspection hole for easy heel inspection

 � L:240 x H:240mm

Sheepskin Elbow/Heel Protectors 
Sheepskin Open Toe Slippers

HB190 (pair)
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(cm)

Overall Height 106 Seat Width 56

Overall Length 100 Seat Height 49

Overall Width 89 Armrest Height 16

Seat Depth 50 SWL 158kg

Overall Height 104 Seat Width 53

Overall Length 98 Seat Height 47

Overall Width 84 Armrest Height 16

Seat Depth 47 SWL 136kg

Standard

Petite

LRWS-589-B - Bark
LRWS-589-F - Fog

LRWP-589S-B - Bark
LRWP-589S-F - Fog

Seating
Windsor

 � Modern, compact design

 � 4 motor

 � Independent head rest

 � Power lumbar support

 � Footrest extension

 � Backlit easy to navigate hand control

 � USB connectivity on hand control

 � Lithium battery back up facility

 � New model available with heat and massage

 � SWL: 136kg
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Daresbury

 � Stylish petite chair

 � Three section padded backrest

 � Easy to use two button hand control

 � Quality OKIN actuators

 � Battery back up facility

 � Side pocket

 � SWL: 160kg

VG703*

Alperton

 � Dual motor

 � Petite style chair

 � Independent head rest movement

 � Easy to use backlit hand control

 � Powered lumbar support

 � Footrest extension

 � Side pocket

 � SWL: 158kg

LRAS-*

Ecclesfield

 � Superior comfort

 � Single OKIN motor drive system

 � Wall saver (25cm minimum from wall)

 � Easy to use 2 button remote

 � Waterfall pillow back zipped to allow  
adjustment

 � Arm and headrest covers included

 � Side pocket

 � SWL: 160kg

 � Inter

VG700*

Lexham 

 � Dual motor

 � Easy to use hand control

 � Full chaise recline

 � Footrest extension

 � Side pocket

 � SWL: 136kg

LXM1001
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Walmesley

 � Dual motor

 � Easy to use hand control

 � High quality OKIN 2 motor

 � Side pocket

 � Waterfall pillow back zipped to allow  
adjustment

 � Battery backup facility

 � SWL: 160kg

Ealing 

 � Dual motor

 � Full grain leather

 � Full chaise recline

 � Independent head rest

 � Footrest extension

 � Easy to use backlit hand control

 � Side pocket

 � SWL: 158kg

LRELS-*

VG701*

Winslow

 � Luxurious style and comfort

 � 5 motor

 � Zero gravity - trendelenburg tilt

 � Aircraft style headrest

 � Power lumbar support

 � Footrest extension

 � Memory function

 � SWL: 158kg

VG700BMK

LRPW-B

Bariatric Ecclesfield

 � Wall saver (25cm minimum from wall)

 � Easy to use 2 button remote

 � Waterfall pillow back zipped to allow  
adjustment

 � Arm and headrest covers included

 � Castors for easy moving

 � SWL: 220kg
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Beaumont Leg Rest with Castors

 � Padded vinyl top with head sealed seams

 � Height adjustable

 � 4 locking castors

 � Manufactured using  
a fire retartdant

 � Easy to clean

Day Chair

 � Ideal for post therapy comfort

 � Strong sturdy powder coated steel frame

 � Height adjustable

 � Easy clean vinyl

 � Low back and high back

 � 46cm and 60cm seat widths

 � SWL: 205kg and 250kg

RM535 - Low Back
RM533 - High Back

Astral Perching Stool

 � Ideal for perching when working in the  
kitchen or at a bench

 � Width between arms 48cm

 � Easy clean

 � SWL: 159kg

VG865

Torbay Perching Stool 

 � Seating option when working at a bench

 � Reduced incline of seat for 
comfort and safety

 � 7 adjustable height settings

 � Larger footprint for stability

 � Higher arm supports

 � SWL: 254kg

VG869W
VG871W

Foot Stools

 � Fixed frame

 � Easy to clean fabric

 � Height adjustable

 � Suited to day chairs

RM531LG

VG819
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Walking Frame

 � Lightweight aluminium

 � Height adjustable

 � Easy push button fold

 � Can be fitted with skis

 � SWL: 133kg

Dual Riser Walking 
Frame

 � Lightweight aluminium

 � Dual handle for 
easy rising

 � Height adjustable

 � Easy push button fold

 � Can be fitted with skis

 � SWL: 133kg

Bariatric Walking 
Frame

 � Sturdy heavy 
duty frame

 � Height adjustable

 � Easy push buttons 
to fold, transport 
and store

 � Dual front and 
side brace for 
extra support

 � Contoured hand 
grips for comfort

 � SWL: 270kg

RM129F - No wheels
RM129FW - With 
wheels

VP179A

RM804

Strolley Trolley

 � Ideal for transferring 
meals/drinks 
around the home

 � Clip on/off trays, easy 
to clean and maintain

 � SWL: 133kg

VG798WB - With brakes
VG798 - Without brakes

Orthopaedic Fixed  
Walker Boot

 � Contoured strut design 

 � Plastic moulded uprights 
with steel reinforcement

 � Lightweight contruction

 � Low profile, rocker  
bottom designed to  
promote a natural step

 � Available in 2 heights  
11" & 17"

 � 3 sizes available S, M, LVW308 - 17"
VW307 - 11"

Knee Walker

 � Sturdy frame

 � Height adjustable handle 
bar and knee pad

 � Detachable basket

 � Dual locking handbrakes

 � SWL: 135kg

PCTKC-DC-FX
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Forearm Walker

 � Height adjustable 
handles

 � Easily foldable 
and compact

 � Detachable shopping 
bag included

 � SWL: 136kg

Tri Walker

 � Ideal for indoor and  
outdoor use

 � Adjustable handle height

 � Large 8" castor

 � Easy folding for storage  
and transport

 � SWL: 133kg

VP187F

VP172A*

Compact Indoor  
Rollator

 � Delta handle and break, 
suits those with limited  
upper limb mobility, stroke 
survivors or amputees

 � Handy tray for 
carrying meals

 � 8" castors

 � Adjustable handle height

 � SWL: 136kg

Rollator Flexi

 � Lightweight 
aluminium frame

 � Height adjustable 
seat and handles

 � 6" or 8" castors 
available

 � Range of colours

 � SWL: 120kg

Rollator RM201

 � Lightweight 
aluminium frame

 � Flip up padded backrest

 � Height adjustable 
seat and handles

 � SWL: 140kg

RM926G

4W-6SH*- 6" 
4W-8SHA* - 8"

RM201R-6 - Red 6" Castor
RM201B-8 - Blue 8" Castor

Rollator RM202

 � Lightweight 
aluminium frame

 � Wider fear frame for  
maximum walking space

 � Available in 3 seat height 
options: 50, 55 and 59cm

 � Range of colours

 � SWL: 140kg

50cm - RM202*-X 
55cm - RM202*-Y 
59cm - RM202*-Z 
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Rollator RM204 

 � Aluminium frame

 � Wider rear frame for  
maximum walking 
space

 � Adjustable 
handle height

 � Available in 45 or 52cm  
seat widths

 � SWL: 200kg
RM204R-Y - 45cm
RM204WB-Y - 52cm

VP187D

Deluxe Bariatric 
Rollator

 � Heavy duty 
aluminium frame

 � Oval tubular frame

 � Height adjustable  
handles and seat

 � SWL: 181kg

Taima Rollator

 � Lightweight aluminium

 � Easy side fold

 � Height adjustable 
handles

 � Large 8" castor, 
great for outdoors

 � 2 seat heights available

 � SWL: 150kg

PC4507-A-FX - Small
PC4505-D-FX - Tall

RM X Frame Rollator

 � Lightweight 
aluminium frame

 � Easy side fold

 � Height adjustable

 � 8" castor

 � SWL: 130kg

RM200S

Capero Lightweight 
X-Fold

 � Very lightweight  
aluminium frame (6kg)

 � Easy side fold

 � Height adjustable handles

 � 8" front castor, 7" 
rear castor

 � SWL: 136kg

Duo Transporter Rollator

 � Aluminium frame

 � Double cross brace frame

 � Height adjustable handles

 � Motion and park brake

 � SWL: 110kg

CAPERO*

RM199GD
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Bariatric Elbow Crutches

 � Non-slip wedge 
shape PVC handles

 � Closed cuff

 � 14 height adjustments

 � SWL: 222kg

Folding Seat Cane

 � Foam handle

 � Robust plastic seat

 � SWL: 100kg

Quad Cane 

 � Swan neck for even 
weight distribution

 � Soft foam hand grip

 � 10 height adjustments

 � Base dimensions: 
175x130mm

 � SWL: 100kg

VP149A VP159A

9346376061100

Affinity Swan Neck Cane

 � Cushion top handle

 � Hanging strap for 
storage or wrist

 � 12 height adjustments

 � Non-slip single or 
quad ferrule

 � 6 colours available

 � SWL: 136kg

RPM71069*Q - Quad ferrule
RPM71069*S - Single ferrule

Ergonomic Handle  
Elbow Crutches

 � Ergonomic handle

 � Closed cuff

 � Double adjustment, 
length and cuff

 � SWL: 110kg

VP148CM - Standard
VP148CL - Tall

Auxillary Underarm 
Crutches

 � Adjustable hand support

 � Locking pin adjustment

 � 3 sizes available

 � SWL: 100kg

CRAX*
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Tall Aluminium  
Walking Stick

 � Ideal for taller person

 � Lightweight with 
straight handle

 � 12 height adjustments

 � SWL: 127kg

VP158L

Deluxe Pattern 
Walking Stick 

 � Hanging strap for 
wrist or storage

 � 10 height adjustments

 � SWL: 110kg

VP155SM

Ergo Walking Stick

 � Left or right hand  
versions available

 � Ergonomic handle

 � Hanging strap for 
wrist or storage

 � Collapsible, great 
for storage

 � SWL: 100kg

VP155 - Left
VP156 - Right

Floral Folding  
Walking Cane

 � Wrist strap included

 � 5 height adjustments

 � Folds easy for storage

 � SWL: 110kg

VP155SG

Folding Engraved  
Walking Stick

 � Wrist strap included

 � 5 height adjustments

 � Ergonomic plastic 
hand grip

 � 6 colour choices

 � SWL: 100kg

VP155*

Rubber Handle Folding 
Walking Stick 

 � Hanging strap for 
wrist or storage

 � 5 height adjustments

 � 2 colour choices

 � SWL: 110kg

VP155S*
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Cane/Crutch Holder

 � Suits most canes

 � Clips on table surface

Walking Stick Holder

 � Connects safely to a walker

 � Keeps walking stick within easy reach

Tri/Quad Ferrules

 � Fits all 19mm walking stick bases

VS101/RMQT19

VP159D

VP159C

Walking Frame Apron/Bag

 � Lightweight and very useful

 � Great for your purse, phone, shopping and books

VP179T

Walking Frame Net Bag

 � Easy to fit and remove

 � Great for your purse, phone, shopping and books

VP159C

Walking Frame Ski 

 � Allows walking frame to glide easily 

 � Fits most walking frame rear legs

SPW2SKI

Walking Stick Wrist Strap

 � Can use hands freely without dropping stick

 � Ideal for shopping

VP155RS

Cane Holder

 � Fits up to 25.4mm diamter

 � Suits most canes

SP501CH
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The Luggie Range

Luggie scooters are fold-up scooters that fit in the boot or can be taken 
on a plane. They are highly engineered, lightweight, and run on Lithium-
ion batteries. Grab a coffee at your local, or in Paris. It’s up to you.

Models

There are 5 different models, catering 
to different budgets and needs. 
Some are a bit sturdier, with up to 
160kg carrying capacity. Others 
have a tighter turning circle, for 
those extra tight spaces. All of them 
feature a unique half-fold method 
for levering it into the boot. Talk to 
a Mounties Care representative to 
figure out which one is best for you.

Portable Scooters
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Buzz 4 Scooter

The Buzz is a pull-apart scooter. If 
you’re looking for a cheaper option 
but still something portable, it’s 
the way to go. The scooter can 
be disassembled into 5 separate 
parts, the heaviest of which is 
just 13 kgs. On the footpath or 
indoors, it’s a nifty little machine.

Pride Go-Go LX

The Go-Go LX is a slightly more 
heavy duty portable. It too can 
be pulled apart, with its heaviest 
section coming in at 16.6kg. 
The extra weight means extra 
features though, and the Go-Go 
LX comes with CTS suspension 
and a tighter turning circle. 
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Pride Pathrider 10DX

The Pathrider has all the quality known to 
the Pride brand. It can be disassembled 
for transportation in a large enough 
boot, and it’s also quite a rugged little 
machine. It carries up to 159 kg and 
has suspension equal to any footpath.

Monarch Zener

The Zener is the quintessential medium-
sized scooter. With a contoured 
swivel seat and backrest adjustment, 
independent suspension, and large 
pneumatic tires, it promises a 
comfortable ride at a reasonable price.

Monarch Volta

The Volta is a step up in size from the Zener. 
Its bigger motor and larger tyres mean that 
it’s able to tackle some hilly terrain. But 
it’s still small enough that it can duck and 
weave in a supermarket aisle. It comes 
equipped with fully independent suspension, 
a high-backed seat, and a handy basket.

Footpath Scooters
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Free Rider 510 

The Freerider 510 is the heaviest duty 
scooter we sell. It can carry up to 
227kg and it can handle all the hills, 
all with comfort and stability. Big 13’ 
wheels and a high ground clearance. 

Afikim Breeze S4

For the ultimate in comfort, size, and stability. 
The Breeze S4 is the prestige large scooter. 
With a battery range of up to 45 km, full LCD 
control screen, soft suspension, option for fully 
integrated sun and rain canopy, the Breeze 
provides a pleasurable, car-like experience.

Monarch Tesla II 

The Tesla hits the sweet spot for large 
scooters. It’s easy and smooth, and with a 
powerful 4-pole motor it will get you from 
point A to B no questions asked. It has a 
battery range of up to 45 km, head and 
tail indicator lights, comfy captain’s chair, 
dreamy suspension, and large 310mm 
tyres. Comes with a canopy option.
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Powerchairs

Luggie Travel Rider

Freerider brings its engineering expertise 
to powerchairs as well. Like its scooter 
cousins, the Travelrider can be folded 
down for transportation in the boot 
or a plane. Highly manoeuvrable, 
lightweight yet sturdy, the Travel Rider is 
a powerchair for getting on the move.

Monarch Literider 

The Literider is an entry level, all-purpose 
powerchair. It can be disassembled for 
transportation, is small enough for a 
workplace or house, yet is still tough 
enough for moderate slopes outdoors.

Merits Maverick

The Merits Maverick comes in 10”, 12”, and 
14” wheel varieties, each more heavy duty 
than the last. This powerchair is renowned 
for its quality, reliability, and comfort. It 
has a larger wheelbase, and more powerful 
motor for those needing a little extra oomph. 
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Can’t see the exact 
scooter you’re looking for? 

Mounties Care staff are familiar with just about 
every model and brand in the country. There’s 
even a good chance we currently have one in stock 
somewhere, even if it’s not mentioned here. Get in 
touch and we can make sure you get your hands on 
the scooter that’s right for you.
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Deluxe S/P Wheelchair

 � Folding backrest

 � Flip up armrests for side transfer

 � Quick release wheels, great for transport

 � Swing away removable leg rests

 � No maintenance solid tyres

 � SWL: 115kg

G3 S/P Wheelchair

 � Angle and height adjustable seat

 � Folding backrest

 � Swing away removable leg rests

 � Optional drum brake

 � Transit - 12" rear wheel

 � S/P - 24" rear wheel

 � SWL: 150kg

G4 S/P Wheelchair

 � Height adjustable seat

 � Height and angle adjustable backrest

 � Flip up, removable, height 
adjustable, sliding armrest

 � Swing away removable leg rests

 � Width extendable foot plate

 � Optional seat depth adjustment kit 

 � Optional drum brake

 � SWL: 150kg

VA165* - 46cm seat width
VAB165S-50 - 50cm seat width

RM138-46 - S/P 46cm seat width
RM138-51 - S/P 51cm seat width  
RM138-48T - Transit

RM144-46 - 46cm seat width
RM144-51 - 51cm seat width

G6 S/P Wheelchair Bariatric

 � Strong steel frame

 � Angle and height adjustable seat

 � Swing away removable leg rests

 � Flip up and removable arm rests

 � Reclining back rest

 � Optional drum brake

 � SWL: 250kg

RM160-56 - 56cm seat width
RM160-61 - 61cm seat width
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PHONSK59C - 59cm
PHONSK62C - 62cm

9346376060721

Phonix S/P Wheelchair

 � Heavy duty frame

 � Height adjustable attendant brakes

 � Height adjustable, detachable armrests

 � Angle adjustable footrests

 � Padded seat cushion included

 � Swing away leg rests

 � 2 seat widths available

 � SWL: 185kg

 � SWL: 120kg

Neptune S/P Wheelchair

 � Lightweight frame

 � 41cm seat width

 � Folding backrest

 � Swing away leg rests

 � Care assist hand brakes

 � 24" rear wheel, 8" front castor

 � SWL: 100kg

Lightweight S/P Wheelchair

 � Lightweight frame

 � Folding backrest

 � Care assist hand brakes

 � Swing away removable leg rests

 � Solid 24" rear wheel, 6" front castor

 � SWL: 110kg

WH910-46

Venus Transport Wheelchair

 � Lightweight frame

 � Height adjustable armrests

 � Folding backrest

 � Swing away removable leg rests

 � Solid 12" rear castors

 � Rear wheel locking brake

 � SWL: 100kg

VNW05AA-FX
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VA172*

WCT16 - Transit 
WCT20 - Self Propel

Transit Wheelchair

 � Lightweight frame

 � Folding backrest

 � Padded fixed armrest

 � Swing away removable leg rests

 � Solid 8" front and rear castors

 � Rear wheel locking brake

 � SWL: 115kg

Urban Wheelchair

 � Lightweight frame

 � Folding backrest

 � Swing up leg rests

 � Compact, classy and stylish chair

 � Transit - 16" rear wheel

 � S/P - 20" rear wheel

 � SWL: 120kg

Compact Transport Wheelchair

 � Lightweight frame

 � Folding backrest

 � Padded fixed armrest

 � Swing away removable leg rests

 � Solid 12" rear wheels

 � SWL: 115kg

VA170*

Compact Lite Wheelchair

 � Lightweight frame

 � Folding backrest

 � Swing up let rests with 2 
height adjustments

 � Transit - 12" rear wheel

 � S/P - 20" rear wheel

 � SWL: 110kg

 � Anti-tips available (RM836AT)

RM836AP - Transit
RM836-SP - Self Propel
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Scooter Crutch Bag

 � Water resistant

 � Padded and fully lined

 � Fits on the rear of most 
standard scooters

VA134SS

Wheelchair Seat Belt

 � Fully adjustable 
safety belt

 � Secure plastic buckle

 � Fits most scooters and 
wheelchairs

VA121S 

Scooter Cover

 � 100% waterproof 
durable fabric

 � Elasticated cover 
slips on with ease

 � Easy to store

VA118SS - Small
VA119XL -Large

Wheelchair Bag

 � Fits standard 
wheelchairs

 � Adjustable straps 
with buckles for 
flexible fastening

Scooter Tiller Cover 

 � Ideal for keeping 
hands and controls 
warm and dry

 � Fits majority small 
scooters without mirrors

VA128T

Wheelchair Mac  

 � Lightweight suitable 
for all year round

 � Waterproof with soft 
elasticated cuffs

 � Universal sizing one 
size fits most

VA128ST

Backrest Rigidiser 

 � Helps maintain rigidity

 � Assists with backrest  
tensioning

 � Folds with the chair

 � Available in 4 widths

RMBRB-*

Scooter Weatherall

 � Keeps scooter 
and user dry

 � Fits a small scooter

VA116SS

VA132SS

Weather Protection 
Cover

 � Waterproof

 � Comfortable  
elasticated 
cuffs

 � Pack away 
hood

VA117S 
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Ramps

Telescopic Wheelchair Ramp

 � Lightweight robust construction

 � Ideal for use in buildings/homes

 � Gritted surface for increased grip

 � Compact with carry bag

 � Great for transport

 � SWL: 180kg

Easy Edge Threshold Rubber Ramp

 � Ideal for access via interior and exterior doors

 � Safe for use in roll in showers and wetrooms

 � Quick and easy installation

 � Maximum slip resistance

VA147F - 4ft 1200mm 
VA147H - 5ft 1520mm
VA147M - 6ft 1820mm
VA147S - 7ft 2100mm

VA144B - 25x1070x205mm
VA144C - 30x180x310mm
VA144D - 45x1280x460mm
VA144F - 60x760x750mm
VA144G - 60x920x350mm

Roll Up Aluminium Ramp

 � Easy access into buildings/homes

 � Ideal for wheelchairs and scooters

 � Portable, compact and great for travel

 � Carry bag included

 � 90cm long x 76cm wide

 � SWL: 300kg

VA141
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Ramps

Suitcase Ramp

 � Suitable for majority of scooters and wheelchairs

 � Provides access to vehicles and buildings

 � Safety all-weather tread

 � Easy to use and transport

 � SWL: 3ft & 5ft 272kg 

 � SWL: 6ft 300kg

Folding Suitcase Ramp

 � Suitable for majority of scooters and wheelchairs

 � Provides access to vehicles and buildings

 � Non-slip surface for all weather use

 � Tri-fold design, great for transport

 � SWL: 272kg

VA142C - 3ft 900mm
VA142K - 5ft 1500mm
WCR180 - 6ft 1830mm

VA143D - 4ft 1220mm
VA143S - 6ft 1830mm

Suitcase Ramp

 � Suitable for majority of scooters and wheelchairs

 � Provides access to vehicles and buildings

 � Easy to use and transport

 � Lock popper to keep folded

 � SWL: 300kg

9346376061001 - 3ft 900mm
9346376061032 - 6ft 1830mm
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